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DE RED ROSE IS SIGHIN'  

KIN hear de Springtime singin' in de blowin' er de breeze,  
En' see de lady Lily tilted over by de bees,  
En' hear de sap a-runnin' like a river thoo de trees;  
En' de Red Rose a-sighin' fer my honey;  

En' de river keeps a-callin', "Ain't yo' gwine ter meet de May?"  
En' de water-liles ru'n en' push em out his way;  
En' de birds is in de blossoms, en' a-singin' "Holiday!"  
En' de Red Rose a-sighin' fer yo', honey!  

Oh! I comin', mister River, thoo de blossoms en' de grass,  
En' de trees a-bowin' "How-do" en' dey see me gwine ter pass;  
En' I wish you'd shine yo' brightes fer my honey's lookin'-glass;  
Kaze de Red Rose is sighin' fer my honey.  
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hear de sap a-rum-nin' lak' a riv-er thee de trees; En' de
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Red Rose a-sigh-in' fer my hon-ey;
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Red Rose a-sigh-in' fer yo', hon - ey!
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Oh! I com-in, mis-ter Riv'or, thoo de blos-soms en' de grass. En' de
trees a-bow-in’ "How-dy’ ez dey see me gwine ter pass; En’ I
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wish you’d shine yo’ bright-es’ fer my hon-ey’s look-in’ glass; Kaze de
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Red Rose is sigh-in’ fer my hon-ey.